**Maizy Chen's Last Chance**
by Lisa Yee
JF Yee
In Last Chance, Minnesota, with her family, Maizy spends her time at the Golden Palace, the restaurant that's been in her family for generations, where she makes some discoveries requiring her to go on a search for answers.

**Fibbed**
by Elizabeth Agyemang
JGN Agyemang
While spending the summer in Ghana with her grandmother, Nana, a girl who doesn't lie but whom no one believes, comes face-to-face with a trickster spider of legend who needs her help to stop those intent on draining the forest of magic.

**Hard-Boiled Bugs for Breakfast: And Other Tasty Poems**
by Jack Prelutsky
J811.54 Pre
From red-hot ice cream to a sip from a chocolate lake, tasty poems will have you diving in until you're too full to take another bite.

**Your Pal Fred**
by Michael Rex
JGN Your
Built to be a best buddy whose kindness never fades, Fred is determined to make the world a better place by talking the two most powerful and battle-hungry warlords into being friends, with hilarious results.

**Nonfiction**

**Science Art + Drawing Games for Kids**
by Karyn Tripp
J507.8 Tri
Presents more than 35 activities that teach and demonstrate science concepts through art, crafts, and other hands-on projects.

**How was that Built?**
by Roma Agrawal
J642.1 Agr
An award-winning structural engineer takes apart the world’s most extraordinary structures, from the Brooklyn Bridge in the U.S. to the Sapporo Dome in Japan, in this visually stunning book that celebrates the individuals who made them a reality.

**Marie Curie**
by Nell Walker
J Biography Curie
Learn about the fascinating life of Marie Curie, one of the world’s most celebrated scientists who changed the course of the world through her scientific discoveries.
**Fiction**

**Generation Misfits**
by Akemi Dawn Bowman
Starting a real school for the first time, 11-year-old Millie Nakakura makes friends with a band of misfits and fellow Japanese pop music lovers, who all come together when one of their members is in need of support.

**The Last Beekeeper**
by Pablo Cartaya
To prove that she belongs in a place where only the smartest and most useful are welcomed, 12-year-old Yolanda learns that her survival rests on the rediscovery of a long-extinct beehive that could be the answer to everything.

**Falling Short**
by Ernesto Cisneros
Two best friends—one athletically gifted and one academically gifted—have more in common than they realize when their goals intersect, forcing them to find a way to support each other.

**The Marvellers**
by Dhonielle Clayton
The first Conjuror to attend the Arcanum Training Institute, 11-year-old Ella must prove her innocence, with the help of a new friend, when a dangerous criminal escapes and her mentor disappears.

**Chester Keene Cracks the Code**
by Kekla Magoon
Partnering with his classmate Skye to complete a puzzle-solving mission, Chester finds his carefully curated schedule disrupted by her haphazard, free-wheeling ways as they try to crack the code in a world where nothing is what it seems.

**You Only Live Once, David Bravo**
by Mark Oshiro
While wishing for a do-over, middle schooler David Bravo accidentally summons a talking, shapeshifting, annoying dog, Fea, who claims a choice made in David's past set him on the wrong timeline—and that she can take him back to fix it.

**Tales to Keep You Up at Night**
by Dan Poblocki
Ignoring a handwritten warning from her grandmother, Amelia reads an old book she finds in the attic, and as elements from the stories begin to come to life around her, she realizes that she may be in a spooky story of her own.

**How to Win a Slime War**
by Mae Respicio
The king of slime creations, Alex competes against a fellow student to win the right to be the only slime game in town and must navigate sticky situations.

**Stuntboy, in the Meantime**
by Jason Reynolds
While leading a double life as Stuntboy, Portico Reeve tries to keep his parents' marriage together, deal with his anxiety, and face an enemy who vows to prove there is nothing super about him.

**Weird Kid**
by Greg Van Eekhout
Jake Foster, a shapeshifting alien of goo disguised as a human, and his spunky friend Agnes investigate the mysterious takeover of their neighbors by “imblobsters” and uncover the reason Jake is losing control of his ability to keep his human shape.

**Sugar and Spite**
by Gail D. Villanueva
Sneaking into her grandfather’s potions lab to brew a love spell that she hopes will stop a classmate’s bullying, herbalist trainee Jolina is surprised by the bully’s increasingly friendly overtures, before a magically consequential storm begins to gather.

**New from Here**
by Kelly Yang
Moving from Hong Kong to California due to the coronavirus, 10-year-old Knox Wei-Evans and his family struggle to stay together and stand up to hate.